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The Rôle of Supersyllabograms in Mycenaean Linear B
The Theory and Application of Supersyllabograms in Mycenaean Linear B

Alan Turing (1912-1954), the world-famous mathematical genius and cryptologist, was head of the
brilliant team at Bletchley Park in England, which was to decipher what was considered at the time to
be the unbreakable Enigma Code the German Navy used in World War II. The purpose of my
presentation is to illustrate how, in today’s hectic world, universal symbols on physical signs,
otherwise known as signage, reflect the uncannily similar rôle Linear B played in the ancient world.

So let’s get straight to the point, and take a look at Slide A. The international standard signage symbols
we all my must rely on every day of our lives are of two kinds, nominal (N), for symbols which replace
the names of places, otherwise known as toponyms, which convey static information, and verbal or
kinetic (V), which replace actions we must take if we are to avoid unpleasant or disastrous
consequences. These pictorial symbols are referred to as ideograms.

Moving on to to Slide B, we find IATA’s international aviation city codes, which consist of two letters
only, followed by their three-letter airport and baggage-handling codes.

Keeping the aforementioned codes in mind, before we can interpret the Mycenaean city and settlement
codes, I need to define in broad terms what a syllabary is. A syllabary is a script based on
syllabograms, each of which consists of a single consonant + a single vowel up to a maximum of 5
vowels in a discrete series. For instance, Linear B has a D series, da, de, di, do & du, an N series, na,
ne, ni, no & nu, an R series, ra, re, ri, ro & ru, W series, wa, we, wi & wo, and so on. Linear B also has
the five vowels.
We are actually interested in the city codes because, moving on to Slide C, we see the exact same
coding system for cities and settlements in Mycenaean Linear B.

Slide C is on the next page

Although I had already translated scores of Linear B tablets by the winter of 2014, when I came across
Prof. Thomas G. Palaima’ s excellent translation of Linear B Tablet Heidelburg HE Fl 1994 2, I hit upon
something truly remarkable I had never before noticed. Palaima, realizing that each syllabogram for
city or settlement names was immediately followed by a number, concluded that each one was the first
syllabogram, i.e. the first syllable only of their names, Konoso in Linear B or Knossos, Zakoro or
Zakros, Paraikasatoro or Palaikastro (or possibly, Paito, Phaistos), Puro or Pylos and Mukene or
Mycenae. These abbreviated codes for Minoan and Mycenaean cities and settlements uncannily
mirror the two-character modern city codes symbolizing their international airports. This reveals
something of the symbolic sophistication of the proto-historic syllabary, Mycenaean Linear B, taken to
its limits. In passing, it is worthwhile noting that the Minoan-Mycenaean society cannot have been
prehistoric, since its scribes were at the very least minimally literate.
On the distinct hunch that I was onto something, I decided to thoroughly scan the Knossos Linear B
trove. Out of 4,500 Linear B writings, give or take, Sir Arthur Evans unearthed at Knossos, some 1,500
were mere fragments, leaving about 3,000 largely intact tablets worthwhile investigating. In the course
of a year and a half (2014-2015), I was to learn that some 700 or 23.3 % of the 3,000 tablets I
examined all had at least one single syllabogram on them, and some as many as five! This subset of

700 tablets out of 3,000 which contain single syllabograms alone or in a series in conjunction with
ideograms alone is far too statistically significant to be safely ignored.
Supersyllabograms in Mycenaean Linear B:
Now to the question of supersyllabograms. What are they, and what rôle do they play in Mycenaean
Linear B? Some of the tablets I examined had single syllabograms only on them, and no text
whatsoever. I had to wonder why on earth there was no text and what did all these single
syllabograms mean? The answer was not long in coming. Looking at Slide D, we see that the first two
new codes (ze & mo), are once again identical to our modern IATA city codes and the ancient city
and settlement codes in Linear B, with the significant difference from those for Minoan/Mycenaean
city and settlement names that they either immediately precede or follow an ideogram, surcharged on
it. The next 20 tablets in a row revealed that these single syllabograms adjacent to an ideogram
repeated themselves over and over, like clockwork. This raises another vexatious question. Why had
the scribes so consistently resorted to writing only one syllabogram, with no text? No-one deliberately
resorts to any linguistic device when writing in any language, unless it serves a useful purpose
beneficial to more effective communication, contextual or otherwise.

On Knossos tablet KN SO 4439 3, we see the syllabogram ze surcharged onto the ideogram for “wheel”.
Checking it against the Mycenaean Linear B – English Glossary and Chris Tselentis’ Linear B
Lexicon, under the syllabogram ze, I found only one entry which fits the bill, the word zeukesi, the
attested dative/instrumental plural for the derivative zeukos (D = derived or unattested nominative
singular), meaning “a pair of ” or “a team of ”. This was almost too good to be true. I had found the
exact word to suit the context, because this syllabogram, which is the first syllable of the word zeukos
in both dictionaries, is paired with the ideogram for a chariot wheel! So the syllabogram ze is the first
syllable of the Mycenaean Linear B word or phrase it symbolizes. That is exactly what a supersyllabogram is, a syllabogram symbolizing a Mycenaean Linear B word or entire phrase.

The next supersyllabogram, mo is the first syllable of monos, meaning “a single” or “one only” or even
“a spare”. The translation, “a pair of chariot wheels & a spare one, made from a willow tree” leaps to
the fore. Still, since I had no collaborative empirical evidence that the translation was correct, even
though it made perfect sense. I could only surmise that this was a standard scribal practice. Was there
any real proof that there was any substance to the use of supersyllabograms, or even better, that
scribal use of them was persistent?
I was about to be richly rewarded. As illustrated by Slide E1 (next page), I came upon that rarity of
rarities, the “magic bullet” on Knossos tablet KN 1232 Ed 462, which spells out the word periqoro 4,
meaning “an enclosure”, in other words “a sheep pen” immediately adjacent to the ideogram for
“ram”. The very next tablet, KN 1233 En 224 replaces the word periqoro with the syllabogram pe, the
first syllable of the very same word, again immediately adjacent to ideogram for “ram”. Thanks to an
obliging ancient scribe, I had adventitiously broken the code. This burst the doors wide open. The time
had finally come for me to able to identify, define and isolate once and for all the phenomenon of the
supersyllabogram. If only the scribes resorted to this practice not on just a few scattered tablets, but
on hundreds of them, I would have proof positive.
As it turns out, in a syllabary of 61 syllabograms, 34 or 55.7 % are supersyllabograms. That is a
staggering return for the scribes’ deliberate and eminently practical investment in what is a
remarkably clever stock technique to shortcut lengthy text, which would have otherwise simply
cluttered up the very small Linear B tablets they routinely worked with (rarely more than 15 cm. wide).
Slide E2 (on the page after Slide E1) illustrates just how far the Linear B scribes were willing to go in
swapping in supersyllabograms for text deliberately swapped out. In the sheep husbandry sector alone
in the field of agriculture, we find hundreds of supersyllabograms ranging in meaning from the vowel
o for onato = “lease field” to ki for kitimena = “plot of land” to pe for periqoro = “sheep pen” to za
for zaweto = “this year”. Astonishingly, all 4 of these supersyllabograms appear with no text
whatsoever on Knossos tablet KN 927 F s 01. The very first time I read it, I was able to rattle off the
textual meanings of these 4 supersyllabograms in their specific context, replacing what would
otherwise been a sentence of 23 words (4 times as long)! As a highly centralized team, these scribes
were clever if not downright brilliant.

See slide E1 on the next page.

See Slide E2 on the next page.

Passing over the textiles sector, with its 13 supersyllabograms, Slide F reveals that the vessels sector of
the Minoan economy at Knossos yields 10 more previously unidentified SSYLS, for a total of 23 in
these two sectors alone, with all sectors topping off at 34 all told, as illustrated by Slide I below.
There is just one more critical point to clear up, the distinction between associative (as) and
attributive (at) supersyllabograms. Slide G neatly summarizes the marked difference between
associative syllabograms, which account for the greatest number of SSYLS in the agricultural and
military sectors, and attributive supersyllabograms, which appear primarily in the textiles and vessels
(pottery, amphorae, cups etc.) sectors of the Late Minoan III & Mycenaean economies.
Associative supersyllabograms inform of us of some physical real-world element, usually in the
agricultural sector, often a land tenure factor, which relates to the ideogram itself, or which
circumscribes its environment, especially in the livestock raising sub-sector, but which does not define
the ideogram itself in any way. The ideogram for “ram” paired with the number of rams accounted for
in this inventory + the supersyllabogram ki informs us that these rams are being raised on a kitimena
or a “plot of land”, while the supersyllabogram o with the ideogram for “sheep” informs us that the
sheep are being raised on an onato = “a lease(d) field”, actually “a usufruct field leased by an overseer
to a tenant”. That is a great deal of text to cram into one syllabogram and one vowel. The scribe could
have simply stated that x no. of sheep were being raised, and left it at that, without recourse to
supersyllabograms. But he did not. By adding just one syllabogram, this scribe has effectively replaced
what would otherwise have been discursive descriptive text. In other words, the syllabograms in and
of themselves are very precise, information-rich symbols of the descriptive text they so neatly replace.

The relationship between an associative supersyllabogram, the dependent variable, and the ideogram,
the independent variable, is intrinsically symbiotic. On the other hand, the independent ideogram
does not stand in symbiotic relationship with its dependent supersyllabogram. The associative
supersyllabogram sets the ideogram, which all alone would simply mean “sheep”, “rams” or “ewes” in
a specific context. But, since they are utterly meaningless unless immediately adjacent to the ideogram
they qualify, single syllabograms are almost never used unless paired with an ideogram. While the
syllabogram ki must mean “a plot of land” when associated with any of the three ideograms for sheep,
strip away that ideogram, and ki all by itself could be the first syllable of any one of no fewer than 175
entries under ki in Chris Tselentis’ Linear B Lexicon. Meaningless without context.
Attributive dependent supersyllabograms always appear inside the ideogram which they qualify, never
adjacent to it. They always describe an actual attribute of the ideogram. As illustrated by Slide G
below, the syllabogram pu inside the ideogram pawea for “cloth” is the first syllabogram, i.e. the first
syllable of the Mycenaean word pukatariya for “textiles”, the technical Mycenaean name for cloth. The
syllabogram te inside the ideogram for “cloth” is the supersyllabogram for tetukuwoa, meaning “well
prepared cloth” i.e. “cloth ready for distribution and sale on the open market”. Neither type of

dependent supersyllabogram, associative or attributive, was ever systematically isolated and tabulated
in Mycenaean Linear B until I took it upon myself to do so. To date, I have discovered, identified &
classified well over a dozen attributive supersyllabograms alone (out of a total of 34).
This raises another question. Why did the entire collegiate of scribes so often resort to this strategy?
Since it was critical for the scribes to consume as little space as possible on what are ostensibly
extremely small tablets, the use of supersyllabograms as a substitute for wasteful text is illustrative of
just how far the scribes were willing to go to save such invaluable space. They did not do this only
occasionally. They did it a great deal of the time, and they always followed the exact same formula in
so doing.

Slide H illustrates the radical difference between a Linear B tablet on which a supersyllabogram + an
ideogram is used, and another on which the text is spelled out.

The comparison between this extant tablet from Knossos using only 3 supersyllabograms with three
ideograms (top), and a conjectural one on which text is written out in full, meaning exactly the same
thing, illustrates beyond a shadow of a doubt why Linear B scribes much preferred the former simple
formulaic approach to the latter discursive and space wasting textual technique. There is no textual
version, simply because the scribe who inscribed it knew that it was a complete waste of his time and
of precious space on such a small tablet.
Even though no one has ever managed to decipher all of the dependent supersyllabograms until now,
that cannot conceivably mean that the Linear B scribes did not know exactly what they were doing.
Otherwise, why would they have used them so liberally in the first place? Employing SSYLS for no
reason at all is tantamount to a reductio ad absurdum. To ram the point home, there are not just
scores or hundreds but thousands of single or multiple supersyllabograms to be found on 700 tablets
or 23.3 % of 3,000 from Knossos. They are there because the scribes, as a guild, all understood
perfectly well that each and every supersyllabogram always meant one thing and one thing only to
them in its proper context. The very notion of future interpretations of what was obvious to them as
accountants would have never entered their minds. But we owe it to ourselves to decipher as many

supersyllabograms as we can. Otherwise we learn nothing really new of value to the field of historical
linguistics in Mycenaean Linear B.
Supersyllabograms, which are always standardized and always formulaic, are clearly the shorthand
version of Linear B text, and as such one of the most significant innovations in the ancient world. In
retrospect, it appears that we should all now be extremely thankful that those clever scribes devised
this masterful strategy for writing Linear B. Had we not recognized it for the technological feat it is, we
would have never realized that their ultimate achievement was the invention of shorthand in around
1450 BCE, and not in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as we formerly assumed.
As Alan Turing said, “Sometimes it is the people no one can imagine anything of who do the things no
one can imagine.” We gaze back 3,300 years through the mist of history , and exclaim, “They were
mere scribes.” Mere scribes, but we must never lose sight of the fact that, as a corporate body, almost
certainly the sole literates of the proto-historic Minoan/Mycenaean society and economic
infrastructure, they were held in unparalleled esteem by their regal overlords, the King, Queen and
Princes royal of Knossos and Mycenae.

The table of all 34 supersyllabograms in Mycenaean Linear B appears on the next page.

I would be remiss where I not to acknowledge the impressive groundwork laid by several illustrious
researchers in the field of Mycenaean Linear B. The great pioneers were the genius Michael Ventris
himself 5, his colleague, Prof. John Chadwick, who in 1959 6 correctly identified 15 supersyllabograms
(a o u di ki ku pe pu qa qe ri se te ti & zo), though without deciphering most of them and without
realizing what they constituted as a phenomenon. In 1964, Prof. John T. Killen , “in a brilliant piece of
deduction” 7, deciphered the 4 supersyllabograms, ki, ne, pe & za, all in the field of sheep husbandry,
again without realizing what they actually were. In 2014, Prof. José L. Melena identified and translated
a significant number of supersyllabograms. These he has labeled as “adjuncts” 8, arraying them hand

in hand with ideograms in the same class by amalgamating them with the latter. In so doing, he has
effectively downplayed the critical rôle of supersyllabograms in what will prove to be a much fuller
decipherment of Linear B tablets. In addition, these researchers have made a significant contribution
to my own research: John Bennet, Chris Tselentis 9, Carlos Varias Garcías 10 and above all, Marie
Louise B. Nosch 11. Without their splendid contributions, I would never have come to extrapolate their
findings to the General Theory of Supersyllabograms.
On this final note, I wish you all only the best and bid you au revoir.
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